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The Secret Ballot Problem
How secret are end-to-end ballots?
●

●

●

Not all are receipt-free:
●

Scantegrity II ballots retain serial numbers

●

Prêt á Voter serial numbers clipped from ballot

End-to-end property requires that:
●

Voter may retain link to encrypted ballot

●

State retain keys to decrypt ballot

Ballot secrecy is conditional, not absolute

The Ballot Act, 1872, Britain

Types of Ballot Secrecy
●

Conditional secrecy: Ballot is secret if both
●

Voter does not disclose ballot ID

●

State does not unseal ballot ID data
–

●

Ballot act of 1872 is a perfect example

Absolute secrecy:
“... ballots without any distinguishing mark or symbol”
–

Virginia consititution of 1902

“... secure to every elector absolute secrecy in
preparing and depositing his ballot”
–

Washington constitution of 1889

End-to-end Voting
●

OK under British model
●

●

●

Problematic under absolute model
●

In theory, voter and ballot can be linked

●

The voter and the key custodians can cooperate

Legal definitions of ballot secrecy are slippery
●

●

Cryptography improves the British model

Wording does not admit to middle ground

End-to-end systems used under absolute laws
force us down a slippery slope.

The Slippery Slope at Work
Washington constitution:
●

As worded, places obligation on the state
●

●

As interpreted, gives voters a right
●

●

State must secure secrecy for every voter
Voter may waive right to secrecy

The consequence
●
●

Washington now uses universal postal voting
There is a general consensus that the secrecy
properties of postal ballots are very weak.

International Law
The Charter of Paris, 1990:
“... ensure that votes are cast by secret ballot or
by equivalent free voting procedure and that they
are counted and reported honestly with the
official results made public.”

OSCE ODIHR draft interpretation, 2008:
●

Requires sufficient transparency that observers can
determine degree of secrecy of ballot and
honesty of counting.

This might be a model for both developers and
legislators

Transparency Failures
RIES, the Rijnland Internet Election System.
●

Used in the Netherlands for expats, 2006

●

~20,000 votes

●

End-to-end publically verifiable, not receipt free

Integrity depends on:
●

PRNG keys used to generate codebook

●

Keys should be destroyed immediately

Problems with RIES
Timing
●

Codebook generated at start of election cycle

●

This is before anyone is organized to observe

Security constraints
●

Proof of destruction of information is difficult

●

Best done in presence of observers

Bureaucrats
●

If it's critical, do it behind locked doors

●

Always keep backups

